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Motivation
Online reviews are widely used by shoppers to inform

their purchase decisions. Researchers find mixed results
regarding their efficacy. Some hold reviews to be nearly
perfect information, while others highlight that reviews
are non-random, frequently falsified, and lack correlation
with objective measures of quality. We try to bridge the
gap between those two camps to understand in what
ways reviews may and may not be helpful.

Summary
We find that reviews are helpful for informing

shoppers about product attributes more so than
products overall. Across our pre-registered studies, we
find that subjects who read online reviews made more
accurate comparative judgements of specific attributes
than those who saw only star ratings or manufacturer
provided information.1

Our studies suggest that while star ratings may not
be a good indicator of overall product quality (de
Langhe et al. 2016), the information contained in written
reviews helps people to purchase products that are
better for their individual needs (Study 3).

1 Accuracy is defined as the correlation between a subject’s
attribute comparisons and Consumer Reports’ scores.
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S2 159 1. Reviews
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• Blenders
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Choice

Attribute Accuracy

Recommendation Accuracy (0-5)

Which of two products is better on each of 4 
attributes?

Preferences were given such that either product A 
or B could be superior.

Methods
Our studies have subjects learn about two products

within a single category, comparing them on the
performance of individual attributes. We selected
products that had similar Consumer Reports overall
ratings, but different attribute ratings. Our main DV
“accuracy” is calculated as the correlation of a subject’s
attribute comparison to Consumer Reports’ difference
scores on the same attributes.

Sample Stimuli

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://cuboulder.zoom.us/j/91410738371&sa
=D&source=calendar&ust=1607889612826000&usg=AOvVaw3rcWwZZg7om
6X6VGsLgedl


